
Think contemporary, innovative,  
exciting
Superdry represent this as a brand.
Yet, high-street fashion retailing is only part of  their 
story - they are also a prominent wholesale  and e-
commerce business.

To have a great business and an exciting brand you also  need a 
strong internal culture. One of the toughest jobs  is finding staff 
who’ll stick with the business and match  the brand.

The retail arm had suffered with high turnover of staff– it’s a 
fast-moving world and it can be fickle. Findingstaff
who would stick with the business had become a toughjob.

Over the years, Superdry had implemented manystrategies  to 
encourage longer tenure of staff – a solid engagement  programme, 
generous clothing allowances and a share  price-based employee 
bonus scheme.

Negative word of mouth is bad for thebrand
The increase in new hires saw Superdry storemanagers  
spending a huge amount of time sifting throughpiles
of applications, and doing most of the shortlisting and  
interviewing themselves – some, with limited experience.  In 
turn, this often times equated to an inappropriate or  ‘bad’ hire 
who ended up leaving. Additionally, it wasoften  loyal customers 
who wanted to work atSuperdry.

A bad recruitment experience was a potential risk for the  Superdry 
brand. Imagine the negative word-of-mouth as  disappointed 
candidates share their experience withfriends.

Superdry knew that they needed to get smarter with their
recruiting practices. That’s when PredictiveHire were
introduced.

Finding the perfect fit
Superdry didn’t want traditional psychometric profiling
– the costs were too high for high-volume, recruiting.  Store 
Managers don’t have the right skills to interpret  the results. Plus, 
they were concerned that thecandidate  experience wouldn’t 
match the brand.

The ideal hiring process needed to combatretail’s  biggest 
cost: staff turnover.
At Superdry turnover was in excess of 60% –above average  for 
retail – with many leaving within the first sixmonths.
That was a big drain on the business when theyconsidered  the cost 
of replacing lost staff, losing productivity, and  wasting investment 
in training.

The potential benefits of getting it right were huge.  For Simon 
Amesbury, Superdry’s Resourcing Manager,  PredictiveHire ticked 
all the boxes. Cost savings from  time efficiencies throughout the 
process and less timeon  screening, sifting, interviewing and
assessing.

“A simpler life for store managers by  
speeding up shortlisting. And a way  to 
boost the number of long-lasting,  
productive staff.”

Built with robust behavioural science and workplacetesting,  
PredictiveHire’s tool uses artificial intelligence to compare  
consensual data provided by applicants with thousands of data 
points provided by employees, scoring their likelihood  of staying 
with Superdry. The candidate data comesfrom
a standardised questionnaire embedded in Superdry’s  application 
process. Store managers see the tenure  prediction scores in the 
applicant tracking system whenthey  create their shortlist.

The whole experience works with Superdry’sculture,  giving 
Store Managers the final say.
Simon Amesbury says, “PredictiveHire doesn’t tell you who  to 
hire based exclusively on their score, it’s telling us who is
likely to stay in the business for longer. We prioritise applicants  with 
the highest predictions to progress to interview (where
we then introduce the other steps including an assessment  of 
culture and values fit, to decide who to hire).”

How Superdry saved money and improvedperformance  by hiring
with PredictiveHire ... better people, faster.



Value delivered
60,000 applicants have gone through the assessment  tool since 

Superdry started working with PredictiveHire  in October 2016, 

providing the store managers with over  45,000 eligible (e.g. right 

to work) candidates fromwhom  to select. And it’s extremely

convincing.

From day one until December 2017:
• 66% of the people who left Superdry had negative  tenure 

predictions

• 66% of the people hired with positive tenure  
predictions are still with Superdry

• The tool is self learning, as data from successful and  

unsuccessful candidates builds, the tool is becoming  even 
better at predicting who will stay.

PredictiveHire also worked with Superdry to educate  store 

managers and area managers on how to use the  tenure scores. 

Simon Amesbury says, “Where in the past  they would have 
chosen to interview applicants based on  their experience, they 
now know that applicants with high  predictions will stay 
longer with the business, which is all  upside for their store 
performance. So now they typically  interview those people
first.”

Broader adoption
When it came to product adoption, the Superdryteam  

wanted to empower their store managersrather

than mandating that they all immediatelyfollowed  the

predictions.

As expected, some stores quickly embraced PredictiveHire while

others preferred to continue hiring traditionally and wait for the

post-hire evidence that the tool wasworking.

The subsequent analysis showed that if all store  managers had 

only hired those with predictions in the  upper quartile, their 

staff turnover would havereduced  from 46% to 34% which 

means: avoiding almost
100 ‘bad’ hires.

As more managers move to using PredictiveHire, they’re  hiring 

more candidates with positive tenure predictions,  and the 

proportion of new hires still with the business  after six months 
is steadily increasing.

The candidate who is a customer  comes
first
When your loyal customers want to work for you, you  need to be 

sure they still love the brand, even if theydon’t  get the job.

The results speak for themselves:

• 93% complete the application process

• Average completion time is less than 10 minutes
(often on a mobile device)

• Enjoyability score is 8.15 out of 10 – unusually  high 

for online applicant assessments.

The highest praise comes from
a successful applicant via thenew  

process, now working as a Retail  Sales

Assistant.

“It made me want to work there  more 
and that I’d be really valued  as an 
employee if this was the  approach 
they took to finding the  right people.”

Superdry are delighted with the results they’re getting  from
PredictiveHire.
Resourcing Manager Simon Amesbury says, “Start now.
The savings are there to be taken and the benefits are yours to  
gain. Why wouldn’t you want to have all the knowledge about  an 
applicant that you possibly can?”

SUITS YOU? START NOW!
To start now, and realise the
same benefits for your retail business,  
contact PredictiveHire at:  
info@predictivehire.com

“... if all store managers had only hired those with  
predictions in the upper quartile, their staff turnover  
would have reduced from 46% to 34%.”
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